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TMX Workholding streamlines component shopping with complete Power Chuck Packages
Schaumburg, IL (June 6, 2014) – TMX Workhonding has now rolled out their complete Power
Chuck Packages for the tooling industry. The new Power Chuck Packages make TMX your onestop-shop for customized work holding options.
TMX’s line of Power Chuck Packages are designed specifically to fit each machine from many of
the top global machine tool manufacturers. This eliminates the need to procure various parts
from different suppliers along with the worry of parts being compatible with one another. With
the quality and reliability associated with the TMX Workholding brand customers can now buy
with confidence that each package will work seamlessly with their machine.
Each Power Chuck Package has been designed and engineered specifically for each machine
offered and backed by a two year warranty. These packages have been engineered with high
tensile drawtubes in order to maximize the through bore capacity. TMX has paid special
consideration in balancing all package systems in order to eliminate excessive noise and
vibration, meaning increased accuracy and efficiency. In addition to the standard packages,
upsized options are available for customers with larger work holding needs. Spindle liner and
part stop integration are also offered on an as needed basis. As an added incentive, installation
of packages can be completed by certified TMX Workholding installers.
“TMX wanted to eliminate the need for machine shops to purchase their various work holding
parts from different suppliers,” said a TMX spokesperson. “We are unique in the market in that
we offer all of your work holding components under one roof.”
TMX plans on showcasing their new Power Chuck Packages at the International Manufacturing
Technology Show (IMTS). IMTS runs from September 8th through the 13th at McCormick Place
in Chicago. The TMX Workholding Solutions exhibit can be found in the West Hall at Booth W2251.
TMX Workholding Solutions is an operating business unit of Toolmex Industrial
Solutions. Founded in 1973, Toolmex has over forty years’ experience in providing European

engineered industrial equipment, tools and machinery. Each of Toolmex business units,
including Toolmex Lathes, Elektrim Motors, TMX Workholding and Cutting Tools, are recognized
industry leaders throughout North American and Latin American markets. Toolmex global
headquarters are located in Natick, Massachusetts with regional facilities in Schaumburg,
Illinois.
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